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3:00-3:35 Welcome & student showcase

3:35-4:00 Community overview & grant details

4:00-4:30 Educator panel

4:30-4:35 Wrap up (optional Q&A to follow)



Important logistics before we get started

Visit: mass-stemhub.org/PLTW-onboarding

All docs, including the presentation, are on the site

Use the chat!! Don’t by shy if you have a question or 
need something

Tag @Mass_STEMHub to connect to other members of 
the community

Please stay muted unless you have a question 
(we overheard quite a few school announcements at last week’s ST Math convening)
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REVERSE ENGINEERING ICEBREAKER
In PLTW’s Introduction to Engineering Design (IED), high school students
learn about engineering design and manufacturing. They then apply
that knowledge to reverse engineer an everyday item of their choosing,
breaking it down into the component parts needed to build, using
Autodesk Inventor® to create 3D CAD designs for each part, and
performing visual, functional, and structural analyses of the parts.
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“Our group selected a skateboard so 
we could understand how it works 

and then 3d print mini ones!”

Think of what object you would choose & why 
We will share with new colleagues in a breakout room 

(person with who taught a class MOST recently goes first)
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Best in class applied 
learning + STEM education 

Dedicated educator support 
& resources

Authentic partner 
engagement

Our WORK focuses in three areas:



We work with over 400 schools in MA across four 
different programs
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DRAFT – FOR DISCUSSION

One8 School Footprint (as of April 2021)

OSE

PLTW

ST Math

PBLWorks

Multiple programs



Our PLTW Massachusetts community is growing and 
leading innovative work in MA
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325+ schools; 75,000+ students

27 K-12 pathways

13 100% access districts

15 innovation pathways



Preliminary results 
from our 6-year 
longitudinal study 
highlight the great 
work happening in 
MA PLTW 
classrooms
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PLTW is getting results for all students – engagement, 
achievement, and college going (1 of 5)
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PLTW is getting results for all students – engagement, 
achievement, and college going (2 of 5)
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PLTW is getting results for all students – engagement, 
achievement, and college going (3 of 5)
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PLTW is getting results for all students – engagement, 
achievement, and college going (4 of 5)
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PLTW appears to be a pathway to success in college

• Students who take PLTW courses enroll in college at greater rates than their 
demographically similar peers with similar test scores

• The study compares students in the same school, with similar demographic 
characteristics and test-score histories

• Those who enroll in PLTW courses after 10th grade are 11.9 percentage points 
more likely to enroll in college. 
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AND educators like it (5 of 5)



The Activity-Project-Problem Based (APB) Approach is 
the cornerstone of the PLTW curriculum 
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“With APB there is not one type of class. On any given day, you could see 
an activity which could be direct instruction, or you could visit during the 
problem and see autonomous student groups working. It all depends.”
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BREETIKA MAHARJAN
Student, Everett HS

TASHNIA ABEDIN
Student, Brockton HS

SERENA PORTE
Student, KIPP Academy Lynn

ANDIE THERAN
Student, Plymouth South HS

SHOWCASE OBJECTIVES

1. Provide window into PLTW’s 
learning model

2. Preview student-industry connects 
program from MSH

3. Ground today’s discussion in 
teaching & learning

Our students will each share
• Course
• Project overview
• Images/example of their work
• Industry feedback
• Reflection/key learningST
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Covid-19 Community Response App



Map It, Drive It: Navigating a self-driving car

We learned about 2D lists and we use them in conditional statements or if-do-else statements 
to try to navigate a self-driving robot from a starting position to an ending position.



Affordable Housing Design



Affordable Housing Design – brainstorm sketches

In early sketches I tried a unique 
honeycomb orientation for the but decided 
against it since it would be hard to furnish

This was the final layout that I decided on. It was easier to 
furnish but still had that community feel.



Affordable Housing Design

ROOM TAG
w/ labels and area

All of the apartments are 
identical so I only chose one 
zoomed in image to showcase.



The Effect of Recreational Activities on Water 
Quality in Plymouth, Massachusetts

Based upon the results of the
coliform testing, recreational
activities do not have a direct
impact on the quality of pond
water in Plymouth, MA.
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3:00-3:35 Welcome & student showcase

3:35-4:00 Community overview & grant details

4:00-4:30 Educator panel

4:30-4:35 Wrap up (optional Q&A to follow)



We are striving to provide a comprehensive PLTW 
community in MA
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• Educators have access to RESOURCES and feel supported

• Issues are addressed QUICKLY and thoughtfully

• Students & teachers have access to INDUSTRY & HIGHER ED
to increase real world connections

• We INNOVATE together to constantly be providing the best 
APPLIED LEARNING opportunities we can for students



MA PLTW programming supports the community vision 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
SUPPORT

Ensures schools 
have smooth 

experience and 
maximize 

programming

INDUSTRY 
CONNECTION

Links 
coursework to 

real world 
application

EDUCATOR 
NETWORK

Creates space for 
teacher 

collaboration 
through learning 

teams

PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING

Supports teachers 
beyond core 

training
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• Set real-world context & connect to industry

• Provide an authentic audience for student work

Industry events at all levels for students to receive 
real world feedback & connect with professionals



Learning teams, led by standout Massachusetts PLTW 
teachers, provide a community for educators
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• Space to share, connect, 
collaborate

• Regular meet ups after school 
& virtually

• Resource and best practice 
sharing

• Authentic industry
experiences and learning to 
bring back to your students



Three key offerings for educator learning & 
development
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COACHING
• Free & non-evaluative 
• Personalized (e.g., Q&A, co-plan, co-teach)
• Delivered by PLTW Master teachers

OCTOBER FALL CONFERENCE
• Programming for all roles
• Breakouts by program & role
• Content & networking

SPRING TEACHER PD DAY
• Free
• Geared towards current PLTW teachers
• Mix of content and networking time



Registration for Core Training is now open!

Sign up at: www.pltw.org

Make a PLTW account and connect to your school!

Training is an allowable grant expense; use a PO (or payment guarantee)

All courses have TWO options

• Launch: 2-day or 4-day (classroom teacher first!); all modules

• Gateway: 5 day or 10 day; unit specific (i.e. DM, AR, CSIM)

• High school: 10 day or 20 day; course specific (IED, HBS, CSE)

Take on the roll of a student! Complete the projects and activities that your 
students will 

Led by a PLTW Master Teacher – a standout, veteran PLTW teacher who is still in 
the classroom teaching the course themselves

Mix of synchronous, asynchronous, and group time
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How do I sign 
up?

What am I 
signing up for?

What is 
training like?

http://www.pltw.org/


We are excited to support teachers this year with core 
training and exploring additional in person options

Core Training Supports

• Office Hours

• Weekly pulse-check survey

• One-day in-person refreshers*

• Virtual implementation guidance post-training*

• Possible in person Core-Training (Launch, AR, 
DM,CSIM)*

From attending Core Training you can receive:

• PDPs!!!

• Graduate credit through UMass Lowell

• SMKs towards a DL/Computer Science license
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*we are exploring the possibility of these options
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Grant & Community
NEED TO KNOW



And at the school level, grant recipients are committed 
to robust PLTW implementations for students

Sustained & meaningful exposure for students

❑ Elementary: 2+ modules at each grade level

❑ Middle school: 1+ unit at each grade level

❑ High school: 3+ course pathway

Robust school participation

❑ 100% of elementary students

❑ 75-100% of students in grade 6-8 

❑ 15-25% of high school students complete a three-course pathway

Training & sustainability plan

❑ All participating teachers complete training at WPI or UMass Lowell

❑ School/district resources identified to cover ongoing costs (i.e. 
participation fee, consumables)
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Longer-term action steps to plan for next school year 
(SY 21-22)

1. Roster students in myPLTW and SIM using PLTW specific course codes
(to be shared with DESE) by October 1

2. Submit student work to Student-Industry Connects

3. Attend state conference (date TBD – Oct or Nov) & Spring PD Day @ WPI

4. Administer student surveys (rolling timeline, end of unit/class…why the planning 
form and rostering are SO important)

5. Administer teacher surveys (admin window open for last month of school)

6. Administer end-of-course assessments at the high school level 
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Spring checklist
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✓ Attend the Grant Convening 

❑ Register your district/school w/ PLTW 

❑ Ensure team creates myPLTW accounts & request access to school 
❑ Teachers – need to sign up for training
❑ PC and SC – required to get started and complete key sign up tasks
❑ Update grant contacts – paperwork to get your funding!

❑ Sign & return the PLTW Terms and Conditions via DocuSign 

❑ Upload a copy of your district’s W-9

❑ Return grant agreement via Docu-Sign (likely early July)

❑ Register for core training 

❑ Review the Investment tool/store to order equipment

❑ Provide link to your IT Contacts for Software

❑ Complete the MSH schedule/planning form

❑ Keep an eye out for an update from WPI re: summer training supports and a fall 
conference save the date

HANDOUT

Key tasks 
to enable 
teacher 
training 

AND 
payment 
in July!



Given the new state certification requirement, program & 
finance teams need to work against a clear schedule
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State Certification Timeline (does not apply for Launch grants)

Register 
school!

Sign Terms & 
Conditions

(new districts only)

Sign grant 
agreement

Receive 
payment 1

Certify state 
spend

NOW ASAP
allows school to create 

official account; enables 
training registration  & 

store purchasing

Late spring 
likely June/July

AFTER July 1 
processed as quickly as 
possible – schools need 
to have signed T&C and 
grant agreement before 

funds are released

Due 6/30/22
NOTE: Schools must 
SPEND, ORDER, and 

RECEIVE GOODS in the 
fiscal year (by 6/30/22) 

even if for SY22-23

Sent to*:

PLTW Program 
Coordinator

PLTW Program 
Coordinator

(who registered the school)

Primary 
grant contact

Primary 
grant contact @
address on W9

Primary 
grant contact

How**

www.pltw.org DocuSign DocuSign Paper check Email

* See next slide for overview of PLTW roles
**All grant materials are available on a school’s myPLTW page – have your finance point person make an account 
so they can access documents and receive reminders directly from PLTW, see reverse for step-by-step instructions

Additional notes: 
1. Certification process above does NOT apply for Launch grants
2. Schools will receive multiple grant letters if receiving  funds from multiple sources (e.g., state and foundation funding)
3. Grants are paid out over three years and school will receive a larger portion in year one (likely more than needed so save)
4. Pay attention to your grant agreements – it will specify how much needs to be spent on training vs. capital
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myPLTW roles & grant contacts – Who can do what?

Role View 

apps

PLTW 

comms

Manage initial 

grant tasks (grant 

agreement, W9)

Complete 

grant 

reporting

Add remove 

sites/programs; 

annual renewals

Manage 

USERS

Manage 

student

EoCs

Program 

Coordinator

(two/district)
P

ALL

non-grant

messages
P P P P

Site 

Coordinator

(two/school)
P

All except

grant & 

renewal forms
P P

Teacher Updates, 

newsletters P P

General user Updates, 

newsletters

There are TWO grant roles that can be designated to manage grant items and access financial info

Primary grant 

contact P
All grant info 

and to do’s P P

Secondary 

grant contact P P

TIP: We recommend making the PC or SC (an engaged leader with decision rights) as the 

PRIMARY grant contact and a finance or grants admin the SECONDARY grant contact

TIP: Getting the right PCs and SCs are critical!  Our rec:

PC: (1) District champion (e.g., Asst Super, STEM Director) 

(2) Other champion with district-wide view

SC: (1) Principal/AP (2) Dept chair/teacher leader
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WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER

All of this info is on the website and on the 
step-by-step onboarding checklist!
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3:00-3:35 Welcome & student showcase

3:35-4:00 Community overview & grant details

4:00-4:30 Educator panel

4:30-4:35 Wrap up (optional Q&A to follow)
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LINDSEY AYERS
PLTW Launch Teacher, Westfield Public Schools

LAUREN CADIGAN
District STEM Support Specialist, Westfield Public Schools

CATE CALISE
Chief Academic Officer, Narragansett Public Schools

KATIE ANNE DEMARS
Principal, Ware Middle School

ASHLEY PUOPOLO
7th grade science teacher, Stoneham Central MS

ALLEN WANG
PLTW Engineering Teacher, KIPP Academy Lynn Collegiate 
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3:00-3:35 Welcome & student showcase

3:35-4:00 Community overview & grant details

4:00-4:30 Educator panel

4:30-4:35 Wrap up (optional Q&A to follow)



Have questions? Join us at an upcoming “office hours” 
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To sign up visit:
mass-stemhub.org/events/pltw-office-hours/

MAY

19
@ 2pm

JUNE

1
@ 3pm

JUNE

8
@ 2:30pm

https://mass-stemhub.org/events/pltw-office-hours/


Spring checklist
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✓ Attend the Grant Convening 

❑ Register your district/school w/ PLTW 

❑ Ensure team creates myPLTW accounts & request access to school 
❑ Teachers – need to sign up for training
❑ PC and SC – required to get started and complete key sign up tasks
❑ Update grant contacts – paperwork to get your funding!

❑ Sign & return the PLTW Terms and Conditions via DocuSign 

❑ Upload a copy of your district’s W-9

❑ Return grant agreement via Docu-Sign (likely early July)

❑ Register for core training 

❑ Review the Investment tool/store to order equipment

❑ Provide link to your IT Contacts for Software

❑ Complete the MSH schedule/planning form

❑ Keep an eye out for an update from WPI re: summer training supports and a fall 
conference save the date

HANDOUT

Key tasks 
to enable 
teacher 
training 

AND 
payment 
in July!



Immediate next steps (by end of week so that your 
teammates can do THEIR next steps)

TEACHER

• Complete your feedback survey

• Set up a myPLTW account

• Join your school site

• Register for Core Training

• Fill out WPI’s in-person interest form
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LEADER

• Complete your feedback survey

• Register your school

• Assign your PLTW program roles & 
check grant roles

• Download the checklist

Need more help – check out one of our office hours sessions this spring
GET IN TOUCH to introduce yourself or ask a question!
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Katherine Skrivan
kskrivan@mass-stemhub.org
857-202-6228
www.mass-stemhub.org

THANK YOU



Managing Grants in myPLTW

1.Click grant icon in myPLTW

2.Select Awarded Grants

3.Select Manage Grant

4.Click on teal links to act on tasks



A current Primary or Secondary Grant Contact 
can update contacts by:
• Selecting the pencil icon next to name
• Entering the email address of the contact
• Selecting Confirm

Updating Grant Contacts in myPLTW


